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* Very dangerous f * said M Martin harshly * The
Society of Nations is a farce and an illusion
M» Hernot and M Paul Boncour do not seem to think
so,   said Armand carelessly
'You mention two farceurs,9 answered M Martin angrily
Paul Boncour—a play actor—a mountebank ! As for
Hernot, I am convinced that he will lead France to disaster
and defeat He is prepared to sacrifice security for peace
pacts which do not guarantee our frontiers The Locarno
Pact, for example—a trick of the English to avoid their
obligations to France
The argument became rather heated, until Armand
turned it off by a few good humoured words This Director
was a man of narrow prejudices and harshly intolerant of new
ideas It was not worth while discussing serious problems
with him It was fortunate that he did not feel it his duty
to suppress the new debating club instituted by the members
of the Ligue Internationale des Jeunes Contre la Guerre
Perhaps if he had attended some of their meetings he
might have been less assured of its harmless and academic
purpose Some of the young speakers went rather far in their
new fervour for pacifism—farther than Armand himself was
prepared to go
Young Chartier had a habit of lingering after class hours
in order to have the privilege of walking home with his
professor of history He adjusted his pace to the limp of an
ex-captain of Chasseurs wounded in the war Occasionally
they halted in front of a pnntshop or examined second hand
books on the stalls More often than not the boy invited his
professor to an aperitif on the terrasse of a caf6, as an excuse
for ten minutes talk about the international situation, or some
historical point which had cropped up m class
It was a comradeship which Armand enjoyed After a
year or so there was an intellectual intimacy between this
b6y and the elder man which had broken down the difference
in years and experience They were like an elder and a

